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In most novels dealing with an Asian American protagonist, the reader comes to expect
there either to be some type of mythology woven in to teach a lesson or for there to be an
immigrant tale that shows Asians reaching the American dream. The latter is often referred to as
the Asian American model minority frame story, because it shows highs and lows but ultimately
ends with the Asian American on top, because of their hard work and dedication to make a better
life. In Gish Jen’s Mona in the Promised Land, Jen explores what happens when the Asian
American model minority frame story is no longer enough. Mona Chang as a second generation
Chinese American decides to build a new frame story. Her story follows her through her teenage
years as she seeks to be more than just a Chinese girl in the suburbs. She wants to be American
and in being so she sees herself as a melting pot. Through the blending of racial, religious and
political thinking Mona seeks to define a better version of herself. This new version of herself
goes against her parents’ and society’s expectations for a nice, quiet Chinese girl but eventually
their points of views change. Mona’s desire for a personal truth above all else allows her to see
the world in a progressive, multicultural way. This world ends up being part Chinese, part
Jewish, and all hers.
When the reader first meets Mona Chang, she is a girl eager to fit in and who exploits her
Chinese heritage at school. She seeks to impress those around her by repeating only three
Chinese words she knows that mean “Stop acting crazy. Rice gruel. Soy sauce” (Jen 6). She also
assures claims she can do Karate and knows the ancient Chinese way to get pregnant with tea
(5). Mona feels that to belong, when she is younger, she must exaggerate her difference.  It is
only later when she talks to Sherman, the only other Asian in the school, that she reveals her true
desires. She tries to explain to him that he can stop being Japanese just as she wishes to stop
being different. “You could become American anyway…Like I could become Jewish, if I wanted
to. I’d just have to switch, that’s all” (14). Unfortunately for Mona, switching proves to be much
harder than she originally anticipates. It soon becomes obvious that Mona is not sure how one
does switch. Mona assumes that switching will just involve looking and behaving more like her
peers. However, Mona starts to redefine her identity by wearing bell-bottoms and speaking up
more she is met with resistance (25).
After years of everyone emphasizing the Importance of Class Participation, Mona
can finally be counted on to volunteer. With the result that at least one of her
teachers, Miss Feeble, has begun to ignore her hand up in the air. Now, Mona, you
have to give someone else a chance to talk. This she is not supposed to have to
say to nice Chinese girls. So what does it mean that she has to say it to Mona?
(27).
Since Mona is going against the good, quiet Chinese girl stereotype, teachers are unsure
of what to do with her.  Most people that encounter her are unsure of what to do. This is because
at the time of Mona’s struggle, Asian women were perceived much differently.  In Madhulika S.
Khandelwal’s essay Opening Spaces: South Asian American Women Leaders in the Late
Twentieth Century, this difference is explained. Khandelwal explains, “For a long time, Asian
American women have been depicted like other American immigrant and minority women, as …
uniformly subservient and powerless persons who learn to struggle for women’s rights because
of their being in a Western society” (351). This is detrimental because “Such an approach not
only treats gender in Asia in an ahistorical fashion, decontexualizing it from the socioeconomic
and political changes over several millennia, but also ignores the complex realities of
immigration, racism, sexism, class, and cultural issues faced by minorities in the United States”
(351). Basically Khandelwal is trying to express that Asian American women were expected to
be subservient creatures that did not rock the boat. When applied to Mona’s case this view on
Asian women suggests that her new way of thinking jeopardized the idealized Chinese girl those
around her wished to cling on to. Her switching is going against everything they think they know
about Asian women. This closed-minded thinking coming from teachers, schoolmates, and
occasionally Mona’s mother causes her to try even harder to find herself. This leads Mona to
seek to see herself on the same powerful and highly regarded pedestal as her WASP and Jewish
friends.
Through interactions with her friends, she learns about Judaism and desires a deeper
understanding. Mona believes that to be Jewish Mona seeks to find herself in Judaism, but this
too is met with some opposition. When Mona first started going to the Temple Youth Group, the
rabbi was hesitant to offer advice on what it means to become Jewish.  It is only after she assures
him she is serious in learning the religion and not simply using Judaism as a form of rebellion
that he agrees to tutor her in the religion (Jen 33-35). While understandable that he may think
young people are more inclined to flit from religion to religion to keep up with their friends or
anger their parents, Mona’s desires seemed to be completely sincere. She only questions her own
loyalty to the religion because she feels burdened by her sister’s questions (42). For Mona,
Judaism was a fascinating religion that had the possibility to open her up to a lifetime of learning
and understanding.  In learning more about her chosen religion, she also learns that
compromising sometimes happens out of necessity and that compromising with her parents who
have different spiritual interests can be hard.  “What you’re discovering is that it’s not so easy to
become Jewish. As, excuse me, I believe I tried to tell you. You can read and study, study and
read, but still it will probably take you your whole life” (43). Rabbi Horowitz means well by
explaining that converting is not an easy task but he ignores Mona’s perseverance in the process.
He is almost challenging her to see if he can wait her out. The rabbi seems to believe that Mona
may not be cut out for being Jewish. Rabbi Horowitz essentially is questioning if Mona has what
it takes to be Jewish.
Jews in Suburbia seeks to explain what it takes to be Jewish.
…a Jew is to be judged by his deeds rather by any words he may offer concerning
his creed. Inasmuch as the ritual of Judaism is described in terms of ‘Mitzvos’
(commandments, duties or responsibilities incumbent upon the Jew because his
Torah, his Divine Teaching, has prescribed them), a Jew’s faithfulness is judged
by his observance of Judaism, as well as by his ethical and moral practices
(Gordon 152).
If this is the case then Mona could very well be on her way to becoming a Jew, because she is
willing to have a Jewish heart and do her best to observe Judaism while caring about her fellow
man. If Judaism is based on actions more than just ritual, it seems that it would be possible for
someone of non-Jewish descent to learn to be fully Jewish.
When Mona starts to help others she feels a truer sense of self and feels closer to God. By
working at the helpline, Mona gets her first taste of helping others. This leads her to try to help
people in real life as well. Mona along with her friends, Seth and Barbara, decide to help Alfred
by setting him up in Barbara’s basement (Jen 143). This starts out well and allows Mona to
observe the ethical practices of Judaism that want her to do unto others as she would have them
do unto her, but eventually she learns that when you help people they can take advantage of you.
Alfred starts to get too comfortable in Barbara’s house.  He feels slighted by having to sneak
around the house like an animal so he verbally cuts down the girls. He claims “… you ain’t
going to be giving out no quarters without going on about how you be sufferers just like we be
sufferers; and how you be our Moses, that lead us out of the desert, so long as we turn off the TV
before E-vie come home” (161). Alfred’s rant on how the girls’ Jewish hospitality only goes so
far allows Mona to discover how she cannot expect other people to behave how she wants them
to.
The lesson of human expectation leads Mona to have a more complex view of social
interaction. To explore how deeply social interaction influences social identity in one’s self,
Mona goes to visit her sister Callie and Naomi. Callie admits to Mona that she did not truly
know what it meant to be Chinese until she learned from Naomi, her African American
roommate. Naomi also gets Mona to reexamine how others would see her.
…Mona and Callie and Naomi stuck together too, by virtue of being colored folk.
Mona has never thought of herself as colored before, though she knew herself not
to be white. Yellow, says Naomi now. You are yellow. A yellow person, a yellow
girl. It takes some getting used to, this idea, especially since Mona’s summertime
color is most definitely brown, and the rest of the years she is not exactly a
textbook primary. But then Naomi is not black either; she claims to be closer in
color to a paper bag. If she were a cabinet door or shade of hair dye, people would
have a name for exact shade. But as she is only a person, she is called black, just
as Mona and Callie are called yellow. And as yellow is a color, they are colored”
(170).
What this passage seeks to explain is that even though you can be much more than one thing,
society ultimately judges you based on what it can see. In Mona’s case even though she may
have never considered race she learns to appreciate that others do. She also learns to recognize
expected social cues so she can embrace or deny them as she sees fit.
Mona picks up on this when she chooses to interact with Eloise Ingle and her family. She
agrees to spend her vacation with them to help Callie and Naomi gather information for a school
project. At first Mona believes that maybe the Ingles are not so bad (178). It is only when Eloise
has a short lived runaway adventure that Mona realizes Eloise’s life is not that great. Eloise has
to constantly conform to the rules to keep her half-WASP identity intact. The most important rule
that Eloise seems to forget is when it comes to talking. “Eloise says according to her stepmother,
Eloise does not realize that there are things one does not say- indeed, that one should not have
things to say to begin with, ‘If you do, then you haven’t been brought up properly’” (183-184).
This teaches Mona her next important life lesson that people sometimes have to play the game.
This unfortunate encounter probably helps motivate Mona to want to be truthful to herself
instead of just playing the game.
These scenes add another layer to Mona’s complicated self view. As she discovers her
racial identity, she must figure out how to blend being Chinese with being Jewish. She also is
forced to determine if the two can work together or if one has to ultimately win out like those
around her seem to suggest. She has to wonder if you have to pick a side like Eloise does who is
half Jewish. The essay “Letters from Camp Gugelstein: Interethnicity and Jewishness in Gish
Jen’s Mona in the Promised Land '' argues that Mona’s Jewishness in connection to her being
Chinese is important.
Gish Jen ‘happens to pick’ Jewishness, and thus can propel Mona into a fully
claimed American identity through an unprecedented hybridization with people
who believe in their own, open, unlimited American ethnic identity…But the
serendipity of Mona’s freedom, in this particular time and place, to choose to
cross group lines and claim the narrative of Jewish Americanization as her own-
and of the inclination of her early 1970s Jewish friends, enjoying a moment of
both full assimilation and the luxury of return to roots, to embrace and bring her
with them- goes a long way to explaining the breezy confidence of this Chinese
American female coming-of-age narrative (Rody 94).
Ultimately, Mona’s ability to exist between Jewish and Asian makes her a more complex and
interesting character because she is embracing her ability to live the American dream in her own
way. Mona buys into the idea that one can do anything in America and even attempts to tell her
mother that “American means being whatever you want, and I happened to pick being Jewish”
(Jen 49). Essentially, Mona understands that being a second generation Chinese American gives
her the ability to make her own decision about her religious preferences or any other preferences
she may decide. This is off putting to Mona’s mother because she believes that “Children are
supposed to listen to their parents” (49). The generational shift between the two also shows the
cultural shift that the two have.
The cultural and generation shift between mother and daughter only widens as Mona
seeks to follow her own moral code.  She chooses to remain unmarried for many years and at
first seems happy with a common law marriage (276). This causes strife between Mona and her
mother to the point that Mona’s mother was not there for the birth of Mona’s daughter (298). By
choosing to go her own way and not care about tradition or convention at first, Mona was seen to
be completely disregarding the things her mother cherished. It is only when Mona and Seth
decide to have a wedding at Aunt Theresa’s house that Mona and her mother reconnect (304).
This is a combination of her mother finally coming around to Mona’s lifestyle choices much like
the father learned to embrace different things as well as the mother seeing Mona making what
she thinks is the right decision by marrying Seth.
The marriage to Seth is Mona’s final moment of bringing her identity to fully being
recognized. She blends her multicultural, multiethnic family and brings part of her old life back
by choosing a last name for Seth and her to share. Jeffrey F. L. Partridge explains in his essay
“Re-viewing the Literary Chinatown: Hybridity in Gish Jen’s Mona in the Promised Land” that
In choosing the name Changowitz, a name that was established early in the novel
as a marker of hybridity, Mona exerts the power to name herself, to define who
she is. In suggesting that Seth change his name as well, Mona is establishing a
community signified by the hybrid name Changowitz. Thus the heroine of Mona
in the Promised Land steps boldly and decisively out of the literary Chinatown
and into the pan-ethnic, antiracist world of polycultural (115).
Mona shows that she really was capable of switching but that switching does not mean
abandoning everything.
Mona’s story of self-discovery and multiculturalism shows that change while hard can be
possible. Jen’s novel reads as a reminder that there is not one type of struggle. She shows Mona’s
ascent to self-discovery to be just as important as the Asian American rags to riches stories. She
shows Mona at good and bad points but allows for Mona’s humor and religious convictions to
always see her through. Mainly, the novel shows that anything is possible if it is something you
are willing to sacrifice everything for.
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